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The 2020 Great Lakes Regional
Virtual Potlatch in Review!
by Dave Herzog

Unfortunately, due to the pandemic, as you all know, Potlatch had to be cancelled for the first time in its history.
A distressing turn of events to be sure, but as it turned out an incredibly wise decision by The Great Lakes Regional
Board of Directors.
Thanks to the efforts primarily of Lyssa Troemel and Terri Kligelhoefer there were however several sessions of
“Virtual Potlatch” including a surprisingly lively “Punch Brunch.”
Under the banner of “Notlatch”
and through the magic of the ZOOM
app, “Notlatch” sessions were held of
Friday evening, Saturday morning,
afternoon and evening, and Sunday
morning. During the sessions people
were able to see old friends, talk about
puppetry, show off current projects, and
commiserate about their feeling about
the pandemic, and discuss hopes for the
future.
During the Sunday Morning
Punch Brunch session Guy Thompson,
Terri Klinglehoefer, and Anne Newman
shared examples of Punch puppets both
new and old. Anne has an especially nice
new set of Punch puppets from England
that I am sure we will be seeing at a real
Punch Brunch soon. Guy Thompson
showed off his new Punch figure as
well as a new baby figure
with a two-sided head for
cute baby and crying baby.
It seems after so many years
of performances his old Punch
puppet has been retired to the old puppets home. Terri in turn showed off a vintage Punch set with beautifully carved
heads and hands that she hopes to revive in the future.
Many thanks to Lyssa and Terri for their dedication in making the arrangements, and thanks to all the Potlatchers
who took a moment to say hi to their puppetry family over the weekend. We look forward to seeing you all next year
when we expect (at this time) that Potlatch will resume.

My Life with Puppets
“Art is a wound turned into light.”
by Susan Bass Marcus

Georges Braque

Puppetry in the United States underwent exceptional growth and popularity as an art form
in the 1970’s and ‘80’s. New ideas in staging, materials, scale, and subject matter plus media
attention in television and film encouraged that surge in interest and creativity. My commitment
to puppetry began and grew in that period, and I was fortunate to have a number of mentors who helped me. No
mentor, however, prepared me for a new and unexpected situation that challenged my perceptions of the art and its
functions: in 1981, I began a residency as a puppetry artist at Chicago’s Children’s Memorial Medical Center.
My employer was the Child Life Services department at the hospital, headed in those years by Myrta Perez. Child
Life, as we called it, assisted and supported young patients and families adjusting to the hospital experience, which may
be stressful at the least. The uncertainties of hospitalization can confuse and frighten children. Professionals trained
in child development address the patient experience to minimize stresses by using play, relaxation, and special events
and activities. Another puppeteer, Marilyn Price and I supplied special events and bedside activities at Children’s for
six years. A grant covered our fee and the cost of creating puppets and programs for the hospital.
Every few months Marilyn and I would set up our stage in the hospital’s lobby. Our puppets performed short
sketches or a longer one-act story prefaced by interactive puppetry-related games designed for a population of young
hospital patients, while acknowledging their concerns. I enjoyed adapting Leo Lionni’s stories for these occasions,
especially “Alexander and the Wind-Up Mouse,” “Frederick,” and “Swimmy”—all tales of redemption, persistence, and
facing adversity.
Since our audience consisted of patients, staff, and caregivers on couches, in armchairs or wheelchairs, occasionally
on a gurney, almost on top of our set-up, the lobby shows challenged Marilyn and me. We did not have the advantage of
distance characteristic of a conventional theater setting nor did we really want it. In that necessarily intimate setting, we
aimed at relaxing and entertaining our audience. We knew that, away from their beds and procedures, the children and
puppets could build a connection through humor and fantasy. Puppet programs suggested a somewhat metaphysical
alternative to the children’s hospital experience, but all we hoped for was the sound of giggles and comments freely
expressed, separated from “upstairs’ where children and families had little control nor few certainties.
Although the lobby shows reached a bigger audience, my bedside puppet interventions better met my objectives
targeting relief, control, and humor. I accomplished this in two ways, indirectly and directly. For the former, Child
Life commissioned Marilyn and me to craft a set of easily manipulated hand puppets with attractive neutral features,
textures, and hues. We used jewel-tone velour in forest green ruby red, and dark sky blue for the bodies, yarn hair in
contrasting fantasy colors, little round noses, and shank-button eyes. Child Life volunteers animated them to explain
upcoming procedures to patients. The puppets permitted children to express their concerns in direct conversation
with the puppet.
I also worked one-on-one with patients, usually bedside. I would bring
a special puppet with me, Orange Julius, so dubbed for his bright orange
hair. He is still in my collection of puppets I crafted over the years, a gentle
clown with a big red nose and sweet smile. Although mute, he would take
over those bedside encounters with a sort of pantomime. Although I often
acted as interlocutor, his gestures were eloquent, implying receptivity and
compassion.
Orange Julius had a routine. He would hide in a lightweight box I’d built
for him out of foamcore, slowly push its lid, pop up, see the patient and—
overwhelmed with shyness—retreat into the box. I would encourage the
Susan and Orange Julius circa 1970’s
patient to help me coax him out again. With every pop-up, Orange Julius
grew more confident and trusting until at last he’d linger and offer a timid wave before—oops!—covering his eyes.
Emboldened by our encouragement, he would would peek out from behind his mittens. By then the connection
between puppet and patient was complete.
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The memory of one bedside encounter will stay with me all my life. A few years into my residency, Myrta Perez
invited me to work with a patient for whom she had special concerns. Although correctly she kept the patient’s
diagnosis to herself, she told me the condition was chronic and Angela, the patient had been hospitalized often over
her lifetime.
When asked about the puppet I’d brought that day, I pointed to Orange Julius’ box and Myrta nodded in satisfaction.
Pulling him out of the box’s bottom, I slipped the puppet onto my hand, the hem of his plaid suit reaching my elbow,
and I demonstrated his “shyness” behaviors to Myrta.
We walked through the old hospital’s corridors, recently redecorated with bright, cheerful murals. Reaching a
room with four beds, we stood in its doorway and greeted Angela and her mother. Angela was sitting up in her bed.
Myrta let Angela know she had a little visitor. No other patients were there at the time.
Myrta watch me develop Orange Julius’ routine as I sat with Angela who showed interest in my puppet from the
moment he popped out of his box. About twelve years old, dark blond, and slender, Angela leaned into Orange Julius
and whispered a string of secrets to him. I glanced at Angela’s mother; she was dabbing her eyes with her sleeve as
Angela and Orange Julius carried on their conversation.
After a while, a coughing spell interrupted the conversation. I gave my seat to Angela’s mother who began to
pound her daughter’s back. Myrta suggested we say good-bye until the next time. As we left the room, Orange Julius
waved then retreated into his box.
Many weeks later, Myrta passed me a note from Angela’s mother. The child
had died, succumbing to cystic fibrosis. The note thanked me and Orange Julius
for giving Angela such pleasure. Her whispers in Orange Julius’ ear were the first
words she had spoken in days, and when Angela was able, she chatted about him
during her remaining time at Children’s Memorial.
The art of puppetry has many guises and unexpected outcomes. Although
the grant supporting our project ran out, my experiences at Children’s Memorial
Medical Center inspired me to expand my art’s possibilities, to reach and help
people in ways I’d not imagined before, and to enrich my ideas about and
appreciation for the ways both my audiences and I respond to the art form—one
of the many reasons I am grateful for my years in puppetry.
Susan and Orange Julius 2018

Manufacturing Marionettes For Sale
During a Pandemic
By Dave Herzog

I spent most of the early months of the pandemic optimistically making new, and refurbishing older marionettes
that I was hoping I would be able to be use in my shows as early as January 2021, as it became apparent that things
were going to drag out a lot longer, and that Uncle Sam was not going to be forthcoming with a second stimulus
check, I realized I would have to change tactics, and hopefully sell some marionettes to supplement my income.
I first decided to go through my old stock and choose marionettes that I had not used for about ten years for sale.
Of those there were three, that I felt had commercial potential, a male Ice Skater and a juggler and a space alien roller
blader. With little effort and almost no expense I had them ready for sale and listed them on two Facebook pages
dedicated to marionettes. I listed the prices with shipping included in the continental United States. I have since
learned the correct term is contiguous (thanks Rick Morse).
Within a week I had sold two of them to a buyer... in Canada! This is where I learned my first lesson in international
shipping by UPS. LIE ON THEIR CUSTOM FORM! If you do not, the buyer ends up paying a hefty import duty
on delivery in their local currency. To reduce the import fees I was advised (I’m not saying by whom) to, in future,
declare the item as a gift and list the value as under $100.00 US. There is a risk to this as if the item is lost or destroyed
you only get their standard insurance settlement of $100. Since the items I am selling are between $300 to $675 this
is a risk.
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The other lesson I have learned in dealing with international customers is, Italian women don’t take no for an
answer. After a month of daily private messages back and forth, one of my marionettes is on its way to Italy. This
however will be the first and last time I deal with international shipping to Europe. International shipping by an
individual is incredibly expensive. International shipping without tracking is availbe for a much cheaper rate from
the US Post Office. There is, however, absolutely no guarantee that your package will show up. With UPS they
supposedly must return the package to point of origin. Also, no way am I going into a United States Post Office,
especially in Chicago the middle of a global pandemic.
My next project was to be an unclothed and unpainted series of
demo/practice marionettes that could be made relatively quickly and be
used either by professional puppeteers during a pre or post show demo
to show the form and operation of a marionette, or be used by beginners
to learn the basics of marionette manipulation and construction. I
had a large stock of old marionette heads and hands, so the building
process did not take too long. I decided on two models. One would be
a standard model with a two-part torso, and dowel limbs with hinge
joints, the deluxe model would have carved legs and my more elaborate
“Dwiggins” style marionette torso. Since I am a confirmed member of
the First Church of the Belt Sander, producing a standard marionette
Delux model
Standard model
body is only about a three day process. This was somewhat shortened
by the fact I had a stock of hands availbe due to the fact that I had changed my hand carving style several years ago and
changed out perfectly good hands on existing marionettes for the new style, so I had drawer full of hands just waiting
to be attached. This, along with some old heads from scrapped puppets and newly molded heads I had stockpiled,
made the work go rapidly. To date, I have sold four of the deluxe models all to working puppeteers. Strangely enough,
to date the two standard model demo puppets are still awaiting buyers.
After a couple of weeks, I started getting request for finished marionettes. Rather than take commissions, I have
been offering people first refusal on specific character types. This is because of my need to design and build puppets
and costumes from my stock of existing materials. Until I start to go through the bins of fabric and boxes of feather
boas and yarn for hair, I really don’t know how the marionettes will turn out. I decided to work this way for now to
run down my existing stocks of materials. It paid off in that over the years I would see interesting fabrics and would
buy a yard or two thinking HMMMM I’m going to need that one of these days. It is actually a lot of fun and, except
for some sewing notions, thread, and a pink poodle applique I have not had to shop for any materials. Any shopping I
have done for a bit of hardware or sewing supplies has been done strictly online, or with retailers that offer curb side
pickup. As the pandemic worsens, I am looking into pick up service from UPS for shipping.
To date I have sent a trapeze artist to my buyer in Canada, an elaborate tight rope walker to Michigan, and another
trapeze artist to Arizona, the juggler to Italy and a pink female rabbit in a poodle poodle skirt to Peoria, Illinois. As
of this writing I have in stock for immediate sale; two standard model demo marionettes, a wonderful “stripped”
trapeze artist, a fabulous silver glitter alien roller skater, and a big pink male bunny rabbit that could be customized to
juggle or skate. As Winter progresses,
I will continue my building. Those
that don’t find owners will be kept as
sales stock for Potaltch and puppet
festivals. I realize now that when I do
want to get off the road as a performer
but continue working as a puppeteer,
that puppet building will in fact be my
retirement job. It is not as much fun as
performing, but, hey... there’s almost
no schlepping involved.
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Editor’s Note: The source of information for this article, Hans J. Schmidt, A Life in Puppetry, is based on transcribed recordings of
Hans J. Schmidt for the CPG Oral History program which was initiated by Fred Putz. He was assisted by Susan Witek. The biography
was authored by David Herzog and Fred Putz. In the biography, there is mention of Hans and his wife Ruby moving to Chicago in
1961 where they attended meetings of the Chicagoland Puppetry Guild. Puppet Patter readers may be interested to learn, from a current
member of the guild, how it came to be that Hans played a major role in the formation of the CPG and how he became a major influence
in the lives of individuals whom he mentored and for others he served as counselor and adviser. See the article in this issue, Hans J.
Schmidt, The Chicago Years, 1961-1974.

Hans J. Schmidt - A Life In Puppetry
July 21, 1901 - December 23, 1999
by David Herzog and Fred Putz

“When I first came to  Chicago in 1984, and began to get to know Chicago Puppeteers I often heard the name,
Hans Schmidt spoken with great reverence. I’d hear some say, ‘I wouldn’t be a puppeteer if it weren’t for Hans’, or
‘Hans taught me to make my first puppet’, or ‘Hans was a puppeteer’s puppeteer’. What a wonderful testament it is
to a man’s life work to be held in such high esteem by one’s fellow puppeteers.” [David Herzog]
Hans Schmidt was born in Hungary on July 21, 1909. His parents, along with two sisters and two brothers
immigrated to America when Hans was six weeks old. The family initially settled in Texas but then migrated to
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. It was in Milwaukee that Hans grew up and was educated. He described himself as a pupil
who was a “pain in the neck” for his teachers. After graduating from high school he attended an acting school in
Milwaukee and then struck out for Chicago to pursue a career on the stage. While living in Chicago he worked as a
painter to support himself, but as the depression worsened he became tired of being a “starving artist” and returned to
Milwaukee to find work.
It was while working in Milwaukee for the Works Progress
Administration (W.P.A.) in staging pageants, that Hans met
Ruby LaMore and the two were married in October of 1931.
Their life together spanned sixty-six years and in the course
of their marriage they had four children.
Hans began his work in puppetry while he was employed
by the W.P.A. in the position of Stage Supervisor for Dramatic
Training. He was assigned to prepare W.P.A. workers in
three or four day institutes to teach theater at various W.P.A.
recreational facilities. By his own admission, Hans had “five
thumbs”, so he had to find ways to teach his “five thumbed”
students how to make puppets that would be inexpensive and
of uniform size. Hans came upon the idea of using a burned
Hans & Ruby Schmidt
out light bulb as an armature for simple papiermach'e puppet
heads. This method of construction was detailed in his book, The Puppet as Actor.
During W.W. II Hans established a recreational program for workers at a B-26 and B-29 plant in Willow Run,
Michigan. At the conclusion of the war the Schmidt family moved to Kenosha, Wisconsin where Hans became the
director of a Protestant Youth Council recreation facility. This position gave him an opportunity to continue his
interest in theater and to create puppet productions which, along with writing children’s plays and short stories,
became his life’s work.
In 1952, Hans and Ruby moved to Chicago. Hans had been teaching puppetry at a school for social workers and
was asked to do a puppet show at Jane Adams’ Hull House. Little did he know that the Punch and Judy show he gave
for a raucous group of children was an audition. Hans ended up with the job of Drama Director for Hull House and
Ruby was placed in charge of the Children's room. His work at Hull House opened many doors for Hans including
the Davorin Agency which in turn led to many performances in Chicago.
The younger Schmidt children, Rowan and Karl, attended the Francis Parker School on full scholarship while
older son, John began his Freshman year at Illinois College. Through his association with Francis Parker School,
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Hans appeared at the annual school fund raiser and this performance led to many other bookings. One of these
bookings was for the Old Town Art Fair where Hans met Louise Dailspore who eventually suggested that Hans write
a book on puppetry, which became the aforementioned The Puppet as Actor.
Because his job as Drama Director at Hull House was an afternoon and evening position, it allowed Ruby and
Hans to perform with their puppets in the mornings. However, Ruby was eventually promoted and no longer had her
mornings free. So, at this point Hans became a one-man puppet company. Working with the Coast and Lee Agency
allowed him to expand his territory outside of the Chicago Area. His teaching of puppetry classes at Hull House not
only attracted neighborhood children, but also adults from all over the city.
In 1961 Hans left Hull House and became Drama
Instructor for the Chicago Park District where he
stayed until he retired in 1974. As Drama Instructor,
Hans used puppetry in innovative ways, one being
a medium for communicating with profoundly
handicapped children. During this period Hans and
Ruby became active members of the Chicagoland
Puppetry Guild where they offered workshops in
the construction and manipulation of puppets. Two
highlights of this period were his participation in the
NBC/George Latshaw production of Quillo and the
Giant as well as other productions with Channel 11,
WTTW, the Chicago PBS TV Station. It was also
during this time that he published several children’s
Scene from
Win Stracke as the Giant
plays through Coach House Press, the most successful
Quillo
and
the
Giant
of which was “The Red Shoes”, which is still being
performed today. Has was also involved with Urban
Gateways and Access to Excellence where, during a residence program at Park Forest, Illinois, he taught puppetry to
an entire public school system. According to Hans, “In a period of two years time, at the Park Forest School District,
we made 2,500 puppets. The teachers used these puppets to teach all sorts of things from mathematics to science.”
“During the years of their retirement, Hans and Ruby remained in
Chicago, spending winters in Palo Alto, California. In 1977 he and his
youngest son, Karl, started Puppet Masters, a company that produced a
puppet kit, stage and instructional booklets. In 1982 the Schmidts moved
to Red Wood City, California, their place of residence until Ruby’s death
in 1996. During these fourteen years Hans actively participated in writing
workshops and wrote several short stories, many of which were based on
various experiences in his life.”[John W.Schmidt]
Following Ruby’s death, Hans moved to Glenwood Manor Inn in Melo
Park, California. There he performed Elmer and the Christmas Mouse for
several seasons and became known as “The Puppet Man.” His last puppet
show was given for his grandchildren and great-grandchildren who had
gathered with other family members to celebrate his 90th birthday on July
31, 1999. Hans died on December 23, 1999.
The Chicagoland Puppetry Guild’s oral history program, A History of
Puppetry in Chicago, includes recorded statements by its senior members.
The program ends with this statement by Hans, “I think that puppetry gave
me an extremely rich and fruitful life. It was full of some sorrows, but also many joys. It gave me contact with many,
many people, some of whom were puppeteers, some of them became puppeteers because of the work they did under
me, and some just did it for fun in their own families. I’m ready to recommend puppetry to anyone.”
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Hans J. Schmidt - The Chicago Years
1961-1974
by Mel Biske

In 1961 Hans accepted the position of Drama Instructor for the Chicago Park District. He began using puppetry
as he had done successfully with his association with the W.P.A. This approach appealed to the children as well as the
adults in his classes. His studio/workshop was located at the Fieldhouse in Douglas Park, a near Northside Chicago
location.
It was early in 1961 that a gathering of
Chicago puppeteers, professional as well as
novices had been meeting from time to time at
various homes. As a novice at the time I was
fortunate to be able learn from their experiences
and guidance in the art of the puppet. The
gatherings started to grow and it was decided
to take the casual meetings and formalize
them by creating a puppet guild. It was the
ambition to seek recognition on a national level
and become an affiliate of the Puppeteers of
Douglas Park Fieldhouse
America. Needing meeting accommodations
that were centrally located representatives from the guild sought out Chicago public park facilities. With permission
from the Park District, they were guided to Douglas Park where they were introduced to Hans Schmidt. With the
working interest of Hans, along with the newly formed Chicagoland Puppetry Guild, it was mutually decided that
the Douglas Park Field House would work well for all concerned. After a few “get acquainted” meetings with Hans
and guild members the first official meeting was arranged. The first order of business was to accept nominations
for the office of president. A side bar here. Prior to the meeting
that Sunday afternoon, there were a few groups heard discussing
possible nominees. The coordinator of the groups was George
Coles’ wife, Lucille. The gavel sounded and George announced,
“Nominations for the office of president for the Chicagoland
Puppetry Guild are now in order”. One hand went up. I would
like to nominate Hans Schmidt. George asked, “Are their any
other nominations”. The room was silent. The nominations were
closed. George asked Hans if he would accept his nomination.
Hans graciously accepted mentioning how proud he was to be so
welcomed and honored to be the first guild president. By a vote
of acclamation Hans became the president with a count of 100%
Ayes!
As CPG president, Hans set the wheels in motion to apply for
a P of A Charter. On the 22nd day of April, 1961, the charter
was presented, in person, to Hans and 36 members of the newly
formed Chicagoland Puppetry Guild by the P of A President, John
Zweers. Hans served as president for two years. He remained
active with the guild until he and Ruby retired in 1974. During his
tenure with the guild, he was mentor to many aspiring members.
He also served as counselor and advisor to those seeking his
guidance.
Original charter from the Puppeteers of America
marking the beginning of the Chicagoland Puppetry
Guild
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The CPG is on Facebook, too!
Be sure to check us out!

Have You Checked Out the
CPG Website Lately?
Be sure to visit our guild’s
web site on a regular basis for
the latest postings on what’s
happening in the Chicago area,
the latest on the Great Lakes
Regional Festival and a roster
of active and newly added
puppeteers. Events and Shows page has the latest
posting of local performing companies, their current
production and a link to their web sites, current and
past issues of the Puppet Pater, and more!
Our address is:

Leave ‘em Laughin’!
SPEED BUMP by Dave Coverly

www.chicagopuppetguild.org

